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1 Motivation and Challenge

Non-volatile memory (NVM) as persistent memory is expected to substitute or complement DRAM in memory hierarchy, due to strengths of non-volatility, high density, and near-zero standby power. However, NVM typically suffers from the limited endurance and low write performance, compared with DRAM. With the significant changes of memory architectures and characteristics, traditional indexing techniques (fundamental building blocks for modern systems) originally designed for DRAM become inefficient in persistent memory, due to the requirement of data consistency and new NVM device properties.

A large amount of existing work has improved tree-based index structures for efficiently adapting to persistent memory, such as NV-Tree [6], FP-Tree [5], and FAST&FAIR [3]. Tree-based index structures are typically with the lookup time complexity of average $O(\log(N))$ where $N$ is the size of data structures. Unlike tree-based index structures, hashing-based index structures are flat data structures, which are able to achieve constant lookup time complexity, i.e., $O(1)$. Due to providing fast lookup responses, hashing index structures are widely used in main memory systems. For example, they are fundamental components in main memory databases, and used to index in-memory key-value stores, e.g., Redis and Memcached. However, when hashing index structures are maintained in persistent memory, multiple non-trivial challenges exist which are rarely touched by existing work.

**Challenge 1: High Overhead for Consistency Guarantee.** Data structures in persistent memory should avoid any data inconsistency when system failures occur. However, the new architecture that NVM is directly accessed through the memory bus causes high overhead to guarantee consistency. Because we have to employ cache line flush and memory fence instructions, as well as expensive logging or copy-on-write (CoW) mechanisms.

**Challenge 2: Performance Degradation for Reducing Writes.** Memory writes in NVM consume the limited endurance and cause higher latency and energy than reads. Moreover, more writes in persistent memory also cause more cache line flushes and memory fences as well as possible logging or CoW operations. Hence, write reduction matters in NVM. Common hashing schemes such as chained hashing, hopscotch hashing and cuckoo hashing usually cause many extra memory writes for dealing with hash collisions. The write-friendly hashing schemes, such as PFHT [1] and path hashing [7], are proposed to reduce NVM writes in hashing index structures but at the cost of decreasing access performance.

**Challenge 3: Cost Inefficiency for Resizing Hash Table.** With the increase of the load factor of a hash table, the number of hash collisions increases, resulting in the decrease of access performance as well as insertion failure. Resizing is essential for a hash table to increase the size when its load factor reaches a threshold or an insertion failure occurs. However, resizing is an expensive operation due to incurring a large number of insertion operations and high latency, resulting in many NVM writes with cache line flushes and memory fences.

2 Our Approach

To address these challenges, this paper proposes level hashing, a write-optimized and high-performance hashing index scheme with low-overhead consistency guarantee and cost-efficient resizing for persistent memory. Specifically, level hashing provides a sharing-based two-level hash table structure, i.e., level hash table, to achieve high performance as well as high load factor, and rarely incurs extra writes (addressing Challenge 2). Level hashing leverages a cost-efficient in-place resizing scheme to significantly improve the resizing performance (addressing Challenge 3). Moreover, level hashing presents (opportunistic) log-free schemes to guarantee data consistency with low overhead (addressing Challenge 1).

- **Write-optimized Hash Table Structure.** A level hash table is a new open-addressing structure with the strengths of memory-efficient, write-optimized, and high performance. As shown in Figure 1, the level hash table contains two-level buckets and each bucket has multiple slots. Only the buckets in the top level are addressable by hash functions. The bottom level is not addressable and used to provide standby positions for the top level to store conflicting key-value items. Each bottom-level bucket is shared by two top-level buckets. If a hash collision occurs in a top-level bucket and all positions in the bucket are occupied, the conflicting key-value item can be stored in its corresponding standby bucket in the bottom level. Moreover, we enable each key to have two hash locations via using two different hash functions. A new key-value item is inserted into the less-loaded bucket between the two hash locations. To enable
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is empty in open-addressing hash tables. In a bucket, the associated with each slot is used to indicate whether the slot tokens to be performed in the atomic-write manner. A token opportunistic log-free update operation, by leveraging the atomic write without the need of logging.

- **Performance Evaluation.** We have implemented level hashing and evaluated it in both real-world DRAM and simulated NVM platforms. Extensive experimental results show that the level hashing speeds up insertions by $1.4 	imes -3.0 \times$, updates by $1.2 \times -2.1 \times$, and resizing by over $4.3 \times$ while maintaining high search and deletion performance, compared with start-of-the-art hashing schemes including BCH [2], PFHT [1] and path hashing [7]. The concurrent level hashing improves the request throughput by $1.6 \times -2.1 \times$, compared with the start-of-the-art concurrent hashing scheme, i.e., libcuckoo [4].

3 Potential Impact

This paper will enable a broad impact. First, since the proposed level hashing achieves significant performance improvement over existing hashing schemes in both DRAM and NVM, the level hashing can replace existing hashing index mechanisms as a key building block in existing DRAM-based and future NVM-based main memory databases and key-value stores. Second, this paper gives the insights of several key challenges for hashing indexes in persistent memory and proposes the first persistent hashing index scheme, which will open the door to a new research topic about efficient hashing index structures for persistent memory. Third, relevant academic and industrial researches will benefit from our presented idea and the source code released at GitHub (https://github.com/Pfzuo/Level-Hashing) that has obtained over 50 stars in about three months.
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